of events were broadcast on Japanese TV, and discrepancies pointed out by persons with special training and long experience at this sort of analysis were further confirmed by an avalanche of subsequent revelations.

Kennedy was not killed by the lone assassin Oswald as the Warren Commission concluded. He was killed with the criminal involvement of the CIA! Further criminal implication of other government persons and private individuals is certain to be shown when all the facts are known.

This was the Kennedy assassination as I knew it at the completion of my second tour at Tokyo Station as of June 1964. No other information acquired after that period has been included.

I am willing to give sworn oath as to the truth, accuracy and completeness to the best of my knowledge, belief and recollection of the above presentation under penalty of the law for perjury to whatever investigative or other government, congressional, court, legal body or other private investigative group which may ask for it.

I resigned from CIA in April of 1966, after 9 years of employment.